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Presentation Outline (1)

� Brief introduction to Code of Practice for the 
Lighting, Signing and Guarding of Road Works
– Legal requirements 
– The need for consultation with the Police and TD 
– Basics of traffic management devices for road works
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Presentation Outline (2)

� Overview of traffic related considerations in 
preparation of Temporary Traffic Arrangements
(TTAs)
– The need for maintaining vehicular flows
– The need for maintaining pedestrian flows
– The need of traffic consultant for preparation of 

TTAs

� Examples of TTAs commonly encountered in 
building works
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CODE OF PRACTICE FOR THE 
LIGHTING, SIGNING AND GUARDING 
OF ROAD WORKS

Brief Introduction to
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Legal Requirements (1)

� Road Traffic Ordinance (CAP 374)
– This is the principal Ordinance concerning road 

traffic matters, and from this stems the Road Traffic 
(Traffic Control) Regulations (Cap. 374G) which 
contain the particular regulations pertaining to the 
lighting, signing and guarding of road works. 

– The Ordinance empowers the Director of Highways 
to prescribe a code of practice for the lighting, 
signing and guarding of road works (COP).
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Legal Requirements (2)

� Road Traffic (Traffic Control) Regulations (CAP 
374G)
– Regulation 20 on provision of lights and signs at 

road works places 
– the person responsible for road works shall erect 

and maintain prescribed lanterns, traffic signs and 
road markings and to locate them in the manner set 
down in the COP.
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Consultation (1)

� Para. 3.2 of the COP refers
� Where disruption to traffic, either vehicular or 

pedestrian, could occur as a result of the works, 
– consultation with the Police, the Transport Department and the 

Highways Department should take place well in advance of the 
commencement of any works. 

– Failure to do this may result in the works being stopped. 

� Such consultation should take place regardless of 
whether or not an excavation permit is required.

– The proposed TTAs and implementation hours
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Consultation (2)

� Desirable lead time of each TTA submission to 
TD
– 3-4 weeks in general 
– Assessment duration highly depends on the quality 

and complexity of the proposed TTA

� Traffic Management Liaison Group (TMLG) 
Meeting
– A platform for discussion of proposed TTAs 

amongst the applicant, TD and the Police
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Consultation (3)

� Consultation with stakeholders to be affected by the 
works is necessary, including but not limited to: -

– nearby residents and tenants
� For example, shops of which loading/unloading activities and/or 

customers would be affected by the works

– nearby schools; particularly when school activities would be 
affected
� Pick-up/drop-off activities and/or walking paths of students would 

be affected by the works

– District Council members if appropriate
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BASICS OF TRAFFIC 
MANAGEMENT DEVICES FOR 
ROAD WORKS
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Basic Layout of Traffic Management 
Devices for Road Works
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Barricade (路障)

Approach Taper

End Taper



Siting of temporary signs (1)
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Siting of temporary signs (2)
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Layout for minor works on minor roads 
between parked vehicles
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Layout of signs for works on footways 
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Layout of signs for works on single 
carriageway roads
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Traffic Control Equipment (1)

� Normal minimum width of a single carriageway for two 
way traffic is 5.5m, subject to site conditions

� If the width cannot be provided, the carriageway must 
be reduced to a width not less than 3m but not more 
than 3.7m and traffic control equipment used to 
operate alternate one way working

� Traffic control equipment
– Portable light signal
– “Stop/Go” signs
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Traffic Control Equipment (2)

� Portable light signals are the preferred means 
of traffic control and must be used :
– where the length of control exceeds 30 m,
– where the length of control is less than 30 m and the 

view of oncoming traffic is obscured, or
– during the hours of darkness, irrespective of the 

length of control.
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Layout of signs for road works on single lane 
carriageway roads with “Stop/Go” Signs
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Layout of signs for road works on single lane 
carriageway roads with portable light signals
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Flashing Arrow Sign (FAS)

� Used to warn drivers to take 
special care of 
– the presence of stationary or 

slowly moving works vehicles on 
an expressway;

– works front on roads of relatively 
high vehicle speed; or 

– works front where its visibility to 
drivers may be poor, for example, 
works front present at night.
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OVERVIEW OF TRAFFIC 
RELATED CONSIDERATIONS 
IN PREPARATION OF TTAS
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TTA Submissions – Basic Requirements

� You should provide on-scale plans clear presentation of 
– Existing traffic signs and road markings 
– The extent of works area
– Temporary traffic signs and road markings as proposed
– Clear widths of at critical sections of remaining carriageways and 

temporary footpaths
– Stages of road works
– Temporary no-stopping restriction and the extent
– Closure of metered parking spaces
– Proposed banning of turns
– Temporary vehicle length prohibition
– Temporary speed limit
– Restriction to implementation hours of road works
– Anticipated duration of works, and programme of works23



Traffic -related Considerations for Works 
on Carriageway (1)

� Impact to one-way/two-way traffic
– Impact of the TTA to vehicle weavings

� Shortening length of merging lane
� The combined effect of the TTA and existing double white lines

� Checks of vehicle maneuverings, for example, by 
swept path analysis
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Traffic -related Considerations for Works 
on Carriageway (2)

� Assessment of junction/road capacity during 
the implementation of TTAs

– Restriction to implementation hours of TTAs
– Decking over of works area during peak hours

� Selection of traffic diversion route
� Arrangement on carriageway reinstatement

– Curing time for concrete carriageway

� Loading/unloading arrangements for road 
works
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Traffic -related Considerations for Works 
on Carriageway (3)

� Obstructions to sightlines of motorists/ pedestrians
� Impacts to traffic flows arising from temporary changes 

of existing traffic signs and road markings
� Impact to public transport routes

– Bus routes, GMB routes
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Traffic -related Considerations for Works 
on Footpath (1)

� Clear width for temporary footpaths
– Normally, a minimum clear footway width of 1.5m should be 

maintained for pedestrians.
– The footway width may be reduced to less than 1.5m with the prior 

permission of the authorities, but barrier-free access requirement for 
footpath should be attained whenever practical.

� Sightlines of pedestrians
– Should not be obstructed at pedestrian crossings
– Stored plant and materials should be kept as far back as possible 

from the edge of the carriageway and in such a position that 
sightlines, particularly at junctions, are not obstructed.
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Traffic -related Considerations for Works 
on Footpath (2)

� Pedestrian crossings and its associated waiting area 
should be maintained whenever possible

� Level-of-Service (LOS) of temporary footpath
– The crowded condition of temporary footpath can be examined 

through the LOS assessment
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The Need for Traffic Consultant (1)

� Layouts shown in the COP are not universal solutions 
for road works, but typical illustrations

� Traffic expertise from a professional traffic consultant is 
necessary for duly deriving TTAs in some occasions

– Complicated, medium to large scale TTAs, such as TTAs 
associated with long detouring paths

– TTAs at heavily trafficked roads
– TTAs requiring measurement and assessment of traffic flows, 

such as calculation of junction capacities/ road capacities, 
Level-of-Service (LOS) study of footways

– TTAs requiring Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA)
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The Need for Traffic Consultant (2)
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Thank You
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